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ANOTHER GREAT ST. LOUIS CHAPTER JUDGING MEET 

 

By Kelly Waite. 

In spite of a light but steady morning 

rain, the St. Louis Chapter held another 

great Judging Event and BBQ at Love 

Park on April 27th.  Fortunately, we 

were able to pull the cars under the 

pavilion to protect the cars and the 

judges from the rain.  We judged a 63 

Coupe, 67 Coupe and a 96 Grand 

Sport Coupe.  All three of the Flight 

Judged cars were extremely high 

quality and received Top Flight Awards.  

In addition, we had a very rare special 

67 big block convertible Bowtie Display 

and one Sportsman display. 

 

The 63 Coupe, an extremely nice Silver coupe with Red 

interior, is owned by Jerry O’Bleness of Peoria, Illinois.  

Jerry has owned the car for several years and is a long 

time NCRS member.   The 67 Coupe, owned by chapter 

member John Howard, was freshly restored by Dick 

Ferrando of D&A Corvette.  What an incredible car!!  

Simply awesome!!  The 96 Grand Sport, owned by Chapter 

member Jim Sahrmann, was recently awarded the 

extremely difficult NCRS Performance Verification Award at 

the Cincinnati Regional Meet!!!   Very incredible!!  Congrats 

to Jim!!  Rumor has it that the Operations section of Flight 

Judging for Jim was a breeze. 

 

Continued Page 2… 

NEW IN THIS ISSUE…   
Tech Article: 1964-1965 Coupe Rear Drain Hose 

Cincinnati Regional 

A Restomod, It Is Not! 

Chapter By-Laws Revision 

Concours d’ Elegance 
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Spring Judging continued from Page 1… 

After lunch…Bill Wente from Waterloo Iowa, 

presented his 67 big block, Marina Blue convertible, 

an un-restored original Bow Tie car that he has had 

for 40 years.  Bill’s car is a 4-star Bowtie car, and Bill 

is pursuing his 5th star,, that he can earn in-part by 

displaying the car at Chapter, Regional, and National 

Events.  Bill discussed several really cool features of 

this car, including the paint, stinger and very rare color 

of the soft top.  Thanks to Bill for bringing his 

incredible car!!  

Steve Gilboy traveled from Cambria, Wisconsin and 

received a Sportsman Award for his 2003 50th 

anniversary Vette.  Thanks Steve!  Mileage awards were presented to Bill Wente and Steve Gilboy.  Thank you 

to chapter member Dr. George Williams who traveled from Marion, Illinois to judge.  We really appreciate each 

of the owners bringing their cars to be judged, especially with rain issues.  Fortunately, all of the cars had 

trailers to protect them from getting rained on. 

Kudos to our Judges!!!!  All of the owners commented how knowledgeable and thorough our judges were and 

were most appreciative!!!!  Also, a special thanks to our tabulators, Kay Augustus, Brenda Durlas, Karen 

Hardesty and Joan Burnett, as well as our BBQers, Mr. Foster and Mr. 

Kleinhenz with help from Greg Kaprelian!!!  Really great burgers, dogs, 

and brats!!! 

Dave Buescher organized a swap meet to go along with the Judging 

event.  This was much appreciated and good for both sellers and 

buyers!   
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St. Louis Chapter Spring Judging Meet 

 

   

   

   

 

FROM THE CHAIR by Mark Kessinger   

It’s only mid-May and we are off to a great start to Corvette season and looking at the calendar, a lot more fun 
is ahead.  We are now 89 members strong and our attendance at monthly meetings continues to draw 
members and guests from the region.  If you haven’t been lately, please join us soon.  You can look forward to 
great camaraderie, members sharing cars they want or are selling as well as interesting Corvette related 
programs.  And, not to mention a wealth of knowledge from our own members.  Somebody always has an 
answer for virtually anything Corvette related.  As I look around, I often think of the amazing amount of 
concentrated knowledge in the room. 
In March, we had 8 cars participate and flew the NCRS banner at the annual Easter Car Show at Forest Park.  
This is great exposure for the chapter. Our first 2019 Chapter judging event was held on a rainy Saturday in 
late April but was highly successful and feedback from those who had their cars judged was very positive.  
Great work as usual from Mr. Waite. Thanks as well to those who judged, tabulated and cooked.  Yes, even 
the cooks. 
Right around the corner is the next judging event, the first concours chapter judging on June 8th and the 
Bloomington Gold show in Indianapolis from June 20th-22nd.  
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At our May meeting, we unanimously passed three amendments dealing with meeting notice, charity 
guidelines and financial accountability.  We had a successful silent auction at the holiday party in January 
which resulted in some extra funds available for club charitable donations.  Please review the by-laws for the 
procedures for submitting a request.  If you don’t have the latest copy of the by-laws they will be posted on the 
chapter website-but in the meantime, don’t hesitate to reach out to John Foster or me with any questions. 
 

Chapter Top Flight Program by Allen Kleinhenz 

 

Did you know that the St. Louis Chapter has been awarded the NCRS Chapter Top Flight Award 

each year since 2004?  And before the inception of the Top Flight Award, St. Louis was named 

Chapter of the Year in 1995. 

 

 
 

The NCRS Chapter Award Program was established as a means of assisting NCRS Chapters in 

promoting member participation in the Chapter.  All NCRS Chapters are eligible to annually 

participate in the program.  Successful performance and completion of the prescribed requirements 

can result in the Chapter receiving one of three levels of Chapter Flight Awards: 

 

Chapter Top Flight Award® for successfully performing//completing all nine required activities and a 

minimum of six variable activities during the program year. 

Chapter Second Flight Award® for performing/completing eight required activities and a minimum 
of five variable activities during the program year. 

Chapter Third Flight Award® for Performing/completing seven required activities and a minimum of 
four variable activities during the program year. 

The required and variable activities include hosting Chapter judging events, judging seminars, 

technical sessions, road trips, and membership participation including driving Corvettes and writing 

technical articles for a quarterly newsletter.  We use the Chapter Award Program as a tool to make 
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the St. Louis Chapter an active chapter in which our members can learn from one another and enjoy 

the many aspects of the NCRS hobby. 
 

JUDGING REPORT by Kelly Waite 

 

Following up on a very successful Spring Judging Meet at Love Park, 

we are holding a second judging meet at 9:00 AM on June 8th at Vette’s 

Restaurant, 4023 N. St. Peters Parkway in St. Peters. 

 

We originally planned this event only to introduce the new Concours 

Judging, but one of our members needs to have a car judged as a pre-

requisite to the upcoming National Convention, so we opened it up for 

Flight judging too.  We currently have 2 cars in Concours Judging and 2 cars in Flight Judging.  The 

Concours cars are both in the Stock Division. 

 

Judging assignments have been prepared and distributed.  We ask that everyone be at Vettes prior 

9:00 AM.  It is not going to rain, but if it were to rain, we will postpone the event.  Editor’s note:  See 

below for registration form. 

 

Dave Buescher is organizing a swap meet for this event as well.  So please bring your parts, 

automobilia and other stuff that you don’t need but someone else surely does. 

 

In appreciation of our hosts, we hope everyone will stay for lunch at Vettes Restaurant after the 

Judging (participants to pay for lunch). 

 

Our fall Chapter Judging Meet is set for October 12 at Love Park in Manchester.  Editor’s note:  See 

below for this registration form too. 
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   St. Louis NCRS Chapter   

  Concours Judging Event  

  Saturday, June 8th, 2019 

9:00 AM 

Vette’s Restaurant  

4203 N. St. Peters Parkway 

St. Peters, MO  63304 

Directions:  

From Hwy 70 and 94 – Go West MO-94 W.  Take MO-364 W to N St Peters Pkwy in St. Peters. Take exit 11A 

from MO-364W. 
 

From Hwy 64/40 and Hwy 94 - Follow MO-94 E and MO-364 E to S St Peters Pkwy. Take exit 10 from MO-364 

E. 

Events:  9:00 A.M.  Registration; 9:30 Judging followed by award presentation.    Please stay for lunch at Vettes 

(participants to pay for lunch). 

 

Name: __________________________________________________________ 

Address:  ________________________________________________________ 

City: ______________________________ State: ________ Zip: _________ 

Telephone: __________________ NCRS Number: _______ Expires: ______ 

Spouse / Guest: ______________________ E-mail: ______________________ 

Attendance is FREE but we request you pre-register                                 FREE    

Concours Judging Entry :                 Fee  $40.00 *          $________                                      

Sportsman Entry: Chapter__________           Fee  $20.00 *          $________           

Special Display: Bowtie,  Crossed Flags, Duntov, McLellan (Circle One)      FREE 

Make check payable to: NCRS St. Louis Chapter           Total:        $_________ 

Car Info: Year: ______  Coupe/Conv: _______  Engine: CI______H.P. ______ 

Complete VIN: ___________________________________________________ 

Ext Color:_______ Int: Color:_______ Int Fabric: Standard/Leather: ________ 

Do you want to tabulate, judge or observer judge? Tab: Y / N  Judge: Y / N  

OJ :Y/N ~ Class: ____ Int: ____ Ext: ____ Chassis: ____ Mech: ____ Tab:____ 

 Judging Level: ____________ (If known)                            

Mail to:                                                                                   Kelly Waite 

*  Fees are not refunded for cancellation                              2083 Eisenbath Road 

    after May 8th.                                                                     O’Fallon, Missouri   63366 

    Please enclose check with application and mail                                                                                                                                       

    to Judging Chair – Kelly Waite.  For questions email                                                                                    

    kellywaite@att.net or call (636) 284-0500 

I agree to insure my vehicle and property for loss, damage & liability and to provide proof of such insurance to NCRS at time of registration.  I agree to 

assume the risk of any and all damage or injury and to indemnify and hold harmless NCRS, its officers, directors, agents, employees and chapters for 

any actions or acts of omission which may result in the theft, damage or destruction of my property or injury to me or others occurring during or as a 

consequence of this event, wherever located. 

Insured by:_____________ Policy #________________Expires_____________ 

Signature: ___________________________________ Date: _______________  

file:///C:/Users/Waite/AppData/Local/Packages/Microsoft.MicrosoftEdge_8wekyb3d8bbwe/TempState/Downloads/kellywaite@att.net
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   St. Louis NCRS Chapter   

  Judging Meet and Picnic 

  Saturday, October 12th, 2019 

8:30 AM 

Love County Park,  

Mary’s Shelter  

2239 Mason Lane  

         Manchester, MO  63021 

Directions: Manchester Rd. west from I-270 two blocks past first stop light to Mason Lane. Left on Mason Lane to the 

park. Follow signs to Mary’s Shelter. Schedule of Events:  8:15 A.M.  Registration; 8:30 Flight Judging and Picnic 

Awards presentations following completion of judging. 

Name: __________________________________________________________ 

Address:  ________________________________________________________ 

City: ______________________________ State: ________ Zip: _________ 

Telephone: __________________ NCRS Number: _______ Expires: ______ 

Spouse / Guest: ______________________ E-mail: ______________________ 

Attendance is FREE but we request you pre-register                                 FREE    

Flight® Judging Entry :                 Fee  $65.00 *          $________                                      

Sportsman Entry: Chapter__________           Fee  $20.00           $________           

Special Display: Bowtie,  Crossed Flags, Duntov, McLellan (Circle One)      FREE 

Make check payable to: NCRS St. Louis Chapter           Total:        $_________ 

Car Info: Year: ______  Coupe/Conv: _______  Engine: CI______H.P. ______ 

Complete VIN: ___________________________________________________ 

Ext Color:_______ Int: Color:_______ Int Fabric: Standard/Leather: ________ 

Following Applies To 1963 - 1996 Only: Trim Tag or Service ID Label Info:  

 Paint Code____Trim Code:____Build Date: ___Body Number (63-67):______ 

Do you want to tabulate, judge or observer judge? Tab: Y / N  Judge: Y / N  

OJ :Y/N ~ Class: ____ Int: ____ Ext: ____ Chassis: ____ Mech: ____ Tab:____ 

 Judging Level: ____________ (If known)                    

    Please make checks payable to St. Louis NCRS              Mail to:                                                                                             

                                                                                                Kelly Waite 

*  Fees are not refunded for                                                   2083 Eisenbath Road 

    cancellations after September 12th.                                   O’Fallon, Missouri   63366 

    Please enclose check with application and mail                                                                                                                                       

    to Judging Chair – Kelly Waite.  For questions email                                                                                    

    kellywaite@att.net or call (636) 284-0500 

I agree to insure my vehicle and property for loss, damage & liability and to provide proof of such insurance to NCRS at time of registration.  I agree to 

assume the risk of any and all damage or injury and to indemnify and hold harmless NCRS, its officers, directors, agents, employees and chapters for 

any actions or acts of omission which may result in the theft, damage or destruction of my property or injury to me or others occurring during or as a 

consequence of this event, wherever located. 

Insured by:_____________ Policy #________________Expires_____________ 

Signature: ___________________________________ Date: _______________  

file:///C:/Users/Waite/AppData/Local/Packages/Microsoft.MicrosoftEdge_8wekyb3d8bbwe/TempState/Downloads/kellywaite@att.net
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Cincinnati Regional Meet by John Foster 

 

Members of the St. Louis Chapter attended the NCRS Regional at Cincinnati in April.  Mike Horst and 

Jim Sahrmann had their cars on the judging field while Mike Hanley and George Williams, both 400 

level judges, judged at the event. 

 

Mike Horst presented his 1956 Corvette for Flight Judging and enjoyed sharing the history of his 

mostly original car.  In addition to having his car Flight judged, Mike was able to turn the event into a 

mini-family reunion as he was able include his mother and they were able to spend time with his aunt, 

uncle and three cousins.  As Mike related to me after the event, “Great times, great life!” 

 

  

Unloading Mike’s car 
Left to right - Cousins Susan and Christine, Mike, Aunt 

Nancy, and Mom 

 

 

 

 

Jim Sahrmann successfully presented his 1996 

Grand Sport for the Performance Verification.  

Jim ‘s beautiful car was awarded the coveted 

PV and he expressed his thanks to members of 

the Chapter who helped him prepare for the 

intense judging process, especially Doug 

Johnson, George Williams, Mike Hanley and Bill 

Mulder. 
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A Restomod, It Is Not! by Don and Valerie Darst 

After Valerie and I (Donald R. Darst, #1207) joined the “Gateway” chapter in early 2018, we have enjoyed our 
experiences. One result has been to make our 62 more drivable. Restored (body-on) some 30 years ago, there 
were chassis areas not rebuilt. Exceptions were the original brakes, a new Drive Shaft, Strut Rods and Axle 
Rebound Straps. The rebuilt motor and 4-Spd. were joined by the original Water Pump, which had recently 
begun to leak. It was rebuilt with a kit from Corvette Central. 
 
Water Pump removal and installation is a difficult task on V8 C1’s. The Front Engine Mount Crossbrace is 
sandwiched between the Engine and Water Pump. The front of the motor has to be lifted and supported to 
remove and replace the Crossbrace/Water Pump. Another challenge is how to hold these two components 
and dual gaskets intact, to get them correctly back on the motor. An old Restorer article about 
installing/positioning the Instrument Panel on a Sting Ray, was recalled. Four studs were made and installed in 
the Water Pump Bosses, which not only supported, but also helped keep both sets of gaskets lined up. Then 
when all bolted together and anti-freeze added, it will stay in the car and not on the floor (a very delicate 
time). 
 
Returning from a car show with Valerie following, brought her response that the driver’s side (L) was sagging. 
This is an appearance issue and could reflect on the condition of the rear suspension. Only occasional driving 
the 62, it was not dealt with until this summer (2018). 
 
An article in the Restorer about “saving the bands” was very timely and influenced my Rear Springs decision. 
New Springs were considered, but every bit of originality that can be salvaged has always been important. The 
recent NCRS acceptance of “restomods” stunned me, but that is another subject. The rear suspension project 
brought some skepticism of its expected difficulty, but it began! 
 
The first thing noticed was the Spring Clips and Bands were long gone. During restoration, it was found the 
Strut Rods (traction bars) and Axle Rebound Straps were likewise missing. It had air shocks to raise the rear 
suspension to clear offset “mags,” so not to impede this lift, these changes had been made. Not realized until 
2018, is the Rear Stabilizer Sway Bar Assembly (common to 1960-62 C1’s), was also gone and is now on 
backorder. 
 
Some literature suggests the axle straps have no functional value. This may be true with Strut Rods in place, 
but this proved to be a faulty theory on my 62. One reason my brother sold the 62 to me was it vibrated very 
badly. The Drive Shaft during restoration was found bent and crumpled where it had contacted the Frame! A 
new balanced Drive Shaft from Zip was in order. This condition had also ruined the Differential. The Drive 
Shaft is positioned above the axle forward Rear Frame Cross Member on C1’s. The Corvette drive-train had to 
be positioned very low in the chassis for a variety of reasons. 
 
The U-Bolt Nuts were a stubborn removal, but after cleaned up and straightened, the nuts installed easily at 
assembly. The L. side Shackle had locked onto the rubber bushing and was difficult, but the R. side removed 
easily. The Front Spring Hanger Brackets, with a variety of fasteners, was repaired with new reproduction 
bolts. The damaged and worn press-fit Eye Pins were also replaced. Surprisingly, the Bushings were in relative 
good condition, although the L. side did show more issues. This is in keeping with the driver-only usage, which 
may be common to some early Vettes. 
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St. Louis Spring Company was chosen to rebuild and check the Springs. They suggested an increased arch, but 
the standard arch was chosen. Restored cars with high setting/raked rears had soured that proposal; plus a 
like comment by another NCRS member sealed it. They could not put regular padding between the leaves 
without drilling the Springs for modern type Buttons, which was declined due to originality issues. The 
“channeled” original type springs are apparently not being reproduced. 
 
Upon delivery, a Tip of the Trade was to place both Springs side by side. They had the same height or arch, 
which led the representative of St. Louis Spring Co. to state “you have another problem in your car!” There 
was a suitcase of possibilities, including a bent frame! Two sacred rules guiding most backyard mechanics: 
First, make one change at a time, and secondly, solve the easiest and less expensive first. 
 
When cleaning/repairing the Shock Plates (U-Bolt Spring/Axle Plates), there were 4 studs protruding down 
from the Plate’s bottom. They were welded in at the top. My first inclination was they were non-factory to 
install early type traction bars. But it was realized this was yet another removed item, as these 8 studs 
attached the Stabilizer Bar to the axles on 62s. 
 
St. Louis Spring appears professional for driver type cars. The returned Springs were painted silver as they 
were in St. Louis 56 years ago. The Strut Rods were unbolted at the Axles and various jacking heights required 
to get the Springs and Axles lined up. After road testing, the still unlevel rear confirmed the earlier prognosis. 
 
Meanwhile a front-end check revealed “slop” in the Upper Inner Shaft on the L. side. Was this the sagging 
culprit? When torn down it, revealed an egged shaped upper rear Bushing in the Crossmember tower. There 
was little room to replace it. 
 
The Chapter’s D&A tour was very impressive and owner Dick Ferrando is a walking encyclopedia on early 
Corvettes. When asked, he explained to replace the Bushing required 16 bolts be removed and the 
Crossmember dropped to replace the old bushing and spot the new one with three welds! The question still 
remains of who and how this will be done. The End. 
 
PS: I am working on a booklet with a little different take on the early Vettes. Any material/pictures of the 
factory would be welcomed. Maybe that could help make it more saleable by the Chapter? Driven since 1961, 
I’ve always taken great pride in all the vintage Corvettes (except 300) being assembled in the Show Me state at 
St. Louis! 
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Individual attention: Summer 1990. A true basement/back yard effort. 

 
 

 
 
Wet sanding: Summer 1990. Lacquer paint eventually hand-rubbed. 
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A Church Christmas Parade: December 1998: Depicting McGwire’s Busch Stadium #1 celebration of 

“62” home runs. 

 

 
Christmas Parade: December 1998. Actual parade scene with all kids given Cardinal Hats. 
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Chapter By-Laws Revision by John Foster 

 

At the Chapter Dinner meeting on May 9, 2019, the membership voted to amend the Chapter By-
Laws, which were last amended in May of 2016.  The revisions include three key elements: 
 
In Article III, the notice requirement for meetings was revised from two weeks to “not less than four 
calendar days.”  This will allow the Chapter Chair to send meeting reminders the weekend prior to the 
Chapter meetings instead of two weeks in advance which was literally half way between monthly 
meetings.  The one exception is a meeting to address a financial emergency that may be called with 
24 hours notice of the Membership. 
 
A new Article IX defines fiscal oversight of the Chapter funds.  Key in this Article spending 
requirements are defined, including requiring advanced approval of any expenditure of purchaser by 
any member.  The Chapter Chair can approve any expenditure up to $250 while any expenditures 
above $250 and up to $1,000 must be approved in advance by the Board of Directors and any 
expenditures above $1,000 requires an advance approval by the membership. 
 
A new Article X describes the Chapter’s charitable activities and defines the procedures and criteria 
for selecting an adopted Chapter charity or making contributions to any other charities throughout 
the calendar year.  This Article will ensure that the Chapter charitable activities, both contributions 
and in-kind support, are supporting the legitimate mission of local charities. 
 
The revised By-Laws are available in their entirety on the Chapter website, http://www.stlouisncrs.org/ 
and clicking on the Membership button. 
  

http://www.stlouisncrs.org/
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TREASURERS REPORT by Joan Burnett 
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Membership Update by Greg Simon 

 

Membership stands at 89 members as of May 2019.  We recently added three new members, Tim 
Rowden, Gary Bader and wayward member Jeff Peters who rejoined in May. 
 
Thanks to Larry Rowden for bringing his son Tim and friend Gary into the Chapter.  He deserves the 
recruiter of the quarter award (if we had one).  Hey that’s not a bad idea. 
 
Tim Rowden says he got into Corvettes through his dad, Larry. He has been around them and 
worked on them his whole life.  Tim’s dream Corvette would be a 1967, 435 horse, coupe, white with 
a red interior and red stinger.   He would also like to have a matching restomod in the same colors, 
but twin turbo LS motor.  That would be a hell of a pair. 
 
I judged with Tim in April.  He told me he has been detailing Corvettes for his dad since he was little.  
He details cars as a side business.  He can turn your twenty-five-footer into a five-footer if you’re 
looking to spruce up your paint. 
 
Gary Bader has a 62 Corvette that I am looking forward to seeing since I started with a 62.  He plans 
to have it judged in the October judging meet. 
 
Jeff Peters is a long-time member whose membership lapsed due to job duties.  He re-joined this 
month.  Jeff has a really nice 66 Coupe, L79, white with a green interior.  Jeff has held several offices 
in the Chapter over the years and we welcome him back to the fold.  He is planning to have his car 
Concours judged on June 8th. 
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CHAPTER CHARITIES REPORT by Carrol Kleinhenz 

 

So far this year we have raised $278.00 for charity through our 50/50 drawings at our monthly dinner 

meetings.  Many Thanks to all who participate!!!! 

 

A special thank you also to Frank Bloemke, Joan Burnett, John Foster, Allen & Carol Kleinhenz, 

Jeanene Kreevich, and Kelly Waite who participated in our chapter’s annual work day at the Nurses 

for Newborns offices on Saturday March 30th.   We spent several hours helping organize, move, and 

clean up at the Nurses for Newborns local office location.  After the cleanup, we went out for a great 

lunch with friends! 

  
Challenge of collapsing stroller Restocking the diapers 

  

Restocking Baby Shampoo Sorting and matching outfits 

 

 

Toy Sorting  
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Corvette Anecdotes 

 

A number of Chapter members once again participated in the Route 66 Corvette Club “Salute to the 

Troops” All Corvette Show in St. Peters, MO.  The event is that 

club’s annual fundraiser supporting the USO of Missouri.  With 

over 100 Corvettes on the show field again this year, Jim 

Sahrmann took a first place with his NCRS Top Flight and 

Performance Verified ‘96 Grand Sport.  Congratulations, Jim! 
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1964-1965 Coupe Rear Drain Hose by Tom Dingman 

 

I have a Corvette friend who uses the word “mucket” to describe anything that looks like a round or 

oval shaped lid.  When looking inside the left rear wheel-well of my 1965 Coupe, he used this term to 

describe the 1964-1965 Corvette coupe rear vent outlet. I didn’t think his description was all that 

helpful, so I looked at the Paragon catalog.  I was specifically interested in a replacement for the 

“cabin air” drain hose. 

Paragon sells part number 14736 as “Hose, 64-65 RR Blower Drain Replacement Style”.  I bought 

one, and wondered why they called it “replacement style”.  For a comparison, I used my original 1965 

“OEM” part. 

After I took some photos to show you the difference, I took a look at what Corvette Central had to 

offer.  Their part number 482011 is described as a “Correct Reproduction”.  Corvette Central’s photo 

shows a part just like the one I got from Paragon. 

My reaction was Paragon didn’t need to use the term “replacement”.  I do not blame Corvette 

Central for saying “correct reproduction”.  It is pretty close. 

I measured the outside diameter of the flange with the three lower mounting screw holes.  The 

“OD” is three inches on the reproduction part and three and one quarter inches on the used original.   

This may be from expansion over the years.  (The ’65 coupe turned fifty on May 1st, 2015.) 

I think the most obvious difference between the original and the reproduction would be the “parting 

lines” visible at “12 o’clock” and “6 o’clock” on the outside hose surface.  These lines continue on to 

the outside surface of the mounting flange.  Parting lines on the reproduction part are nice and 

smooth, yet quite visible.  The lines on the original part are taller and have ragged edges. 

While the mounting holes look different on the original part, they may have been pressed into an 

odd shape by the j-nuts that were put behind the flange in the left rear wheel well.  (The j-nuts are just 

like the ones used on the rectangular hole for body mount access.  The three screws have a unique 

“tall” head.) 

As I implied above, I think this is a pretty good reproduction.  I am not sure who the maker is, but I 

know that Paragon does not claim this one as one of their manufactured parts.  (You can tell this by 

the color of the part number in their catalog.) 

According to the 1965 Assembly manual (AIM), the GM part number was 3849219.  I have also 

seen one for 1968-1975 Corvettes numbered as 3958729.  That part is a longer version, and MAY 

have been offered by GM as a replacement for the 1964-1965 version. 

Photo 1. – The reproduction version of 3849219 next to my original.  The repro is not longer.  It just 

appears that way in my photo. 
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As often happens, I found more information after I thought my article was finished.  Looking on line, 

I learned that Paragon was representing the above reproduction part, but using the out of date photo 

shown below.  They were at one time selling the item pictured below as a “replacement.”  It looks like 

a thinner rubber part and was said to have a spring inside.  It may have been the 1968-1975 GM 

version, probably offered (by GM) as a replacement before the reproduction existed for 1964-1965.  

Please let me know if you know this to be true. 

This explains the out of date Paragon description that started my interest in this part.  I have 

informed Paragon of my findings. 

If by chance you used the replacement part (with or without the spring inside) on your 1964-1965 

Coupe, note that a much better reproduction is available! 

Photo 2. – Paragon’s old photo of the earlier “replacement” version of part number 14736.  

Paragon is now using the same number for the newer reproduction for 1964-1965 coupes. 
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Concours d’ Elegance by John Foster 

 

The St. Louis Chapter once again participated in the Easter Concours d’ Elegance at Forest Park in 

St. Louis, sponsored by the Horseless Carriage Club of Missouri.  It was a perfect spring day and the 

event drew several hundred vintage vehicles for both judging and display. 

 

   

   
 

Ten Chapter members displayed eight Corvettes.  The members took the opportunity to discuss their 

cars, and the NCRS, with attendees who appreciated the vintage Corvettes.  Several other chapter 

members showing other cars or visiting the concours also stopped by to chat. 

 

 

CALENDAR OF UPCOMING CHAPTER EVENTS 

 
June 8 9:00 AM Chapter Concours Judging Meet, Vettes Restaurant, St. Peters, MO 

June 13 5:30 PM Chapter Board Meeting, JJ’s Restaurant, St. Charles, MO 

June 13 6:30 PM Chapter Dinner Meeting at JJ’s Restaurant, St. Charles, MO 

June 20-22 Bloomington Gold, Indianapolis Motor Speedway  

July 11 6:30 PM Chapter Dinner Meeting, at JJ’s Restaurant, St. Charles, MO 

July 14-19 NCRS National Convention, Greenville, SC 

August 3 Mark Twain Corvette Club Corvette Show, Hannibal, MO 

August 8 6:30 PM Chapter Dinner Meeting, at JJ’s Restaurant, St. Charles, MO 

August 23-26 Corvettes at Carlisle, Carlisle, PA 
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CHAPTER OFFICERS 2019 

 

Chair, Mark Kessinger    314-341-5664  markek5@gmail.com    

Vice-Chair, Allen Kleinhenz   636-293-8367 ackleinhenz@gmail.com   

Secretary, Bill Mulder    513-305-8949  billMulder123@gmail.com    

Treasurer, Joan Burnett    636-462-4401  joanieburnett@gmail.com    

Board Member, Frank Bloemke  314-962-0580 ekmeolb@gmail.com   

Board Member, Mike Hanley   636-625-8480  mhanley@centurytel.net    

Board Member, Randy Howard  314-960-7949 Rhc6427@yahoo.com  

Past Chair, John Foster   314-277-2204 foster.johnfjr@gmail.com  

Judging, Chair Kelly Waite   636-284-0500  kellywaite@att.net     

Events Chair, Dave Buescher   618-692-0679  dbuescher1@gmail.com    

Newsletter/Web Editor, Joe Raine 314-799-7513  j.r.raine@gmail.com    

Membership Chair, Greg Simon  636-262-9911  gsimon767@sbcglobal.net  

Charity Chair, Carol Kleinhenz   636-293-8367 ackleinhenz@gmail.com   

 

CLASSIFIEDS 

 

NCRS St. Louis Chapter Polo Shirts 
 

The official St Louis Chapter short sleeved polo shirts are still 

available!   Sourced from our friends Tom and Alisa Green, 

owners of Key Sports in Rolla, MO, the shirts sport the Chapter 

logo embroidered in full color on left chest of the   light blue 

polyester shirt.    

 

A limited number shirts are currently on hand, sizes M through 

2XL. Shirts are only $30 for all sizes (except 2xl for $32).  

Contact Joan Burnett at 636-462-4401 for your shirt. 

 
 

 


